
If you have enjoyed this show 
please leave your details with a 
member of Front of house staff 

to be included in our mailing list. 
Our next production in March 

2008 is The Big House by Lennox 
Robinson, this year’s entry in the 

amateur drama festivals. This play 
was last performed in the Abbey 
Theatre Dublin in October 2007.



by Derek Benfield                                        

Cast List

Nicolette ....................................................................... Emma Townsend
Felix .................................................................................Brendan  Fegan
Agnes Podmore ................................................................Barbara Jeffers
Basil Trent ........................................................................Mark McGuire
Bruchik.........................................................................Terry McDermott
Miss Hacket .........................................................................June Silcock
Humphrey Podmore ...............................................Norman Turkington
Pauline Maryot ........................................................ Louise McWilliams
A Visitor ...............................................................................Michael Fee

Directed by .........................................................................Gillian Porter
Assisted by .......................................................................Michael Porter
Stage Team led by...............................................................Barney Gadd
Assisted by ...............................................................................Clem Bell
Scenery painted by ..............................................................James Burns
Costume .......................................................................Carmen O’Hagen
Props ................................................... Ann Maitland & Caroline Mercer
Lighting ..................................... John Stannard, Ivor Agnew, John Little  
Sound .................................................. Michael Patterson, Chris Dawson

Three members of the cast first appeared in this play about 10 years ago 
when it was presented by the Players. Two of them, Barbara Jeffers and 
Mark McGuire played the same parts while Terry McDermott played
Humphrey Podmore. The other actors are all new to Running Riot.

Barbara Jeffers an actress of many years experience, was last seen as 
the judge in Wind in the Willows following on from her success as Miss 
Shepherd in The Lady in the Van.

Mark McGuire, who made his stage debut at the Lyric Theatre playing 
the title role in Oliver, last appeared with Bart Players in Kevin’s Bed 
and has since, helped us out by singing in all our pantomimes

Terry McDermott, who has been with Bart Players, man and boy, for 
more years than he cares to remember, performed most recently in The 
Lady in the Van.

Emma Townsend, a relative newcomer to the group acted the part of 
Shirley Hornet in both the last two summer sailor shows.

Brendan Fegan, who first joined up to do pantomimes, also appeared 
in the sailor shows as Carnoustie as did Michael Fee who played Albert 
Tufnell.
 

Norman Turkington, an actor of huge experience has been a wonderful 
asset to the group appearing in every show but one since joining us to 
work backstage on Treasure Island. Norman last appeared as Mr. Hornet 
in the two sailor plays.

Louise McWilliams enjoyed a very successful guest appearance last 
festival season with Rosemary Players in Tea in a China Cup following 
her part with Barts in Wind in the Willows.

June Silcock, another veteran member of the group, and this year’s 
chairman, was the washerwoman in Wind in the Willows.


